List of Acronyms Used in Crime Reports
Compiled by: Samantha Nolan, Washington, DC, Neighborhood Watch Coordinator

The following is a list of Acronyms used in the weekly crime reports.

**Robbery** = the taking from one person by another face to face. Often combined with **F & V** = force and violence.

**ADW** = Assault with a Dangerous or Deadly Weapon (can be gun, knife, pool stick, shoe, cane, glass bottle, etc.)

**Criss Cross** = Two people fighting, each against the other (Usually, both are arrested)

**PBS** = Pocket Book Snatching

**Dest < $200** = Destruction of Property below $200 (keying a Car door or breaking a window)

**AGGR. ASLT** = Aggravated Assault (usually leaves someone bloody)

**Theft 2** = Less than $1,000

**Theft 1** = Equal to or greater than $1000

**B1** = Burglary, entering a home when people are in the house at the time of the burglary

**B2** = Burglary, entering a home when no one is there

**B & E** = Breaking and Entering (usually used for a vending machine type crimes, not a house)

**TFA** = Theft from Auto

**LOF** = Look Out For

**B/O** = Block of

**L/S** = Last seen

**LSW** = Last seen wearing

**N/B** = North Bound, **S/B** = South Bound

**C1** = Complainant (the victim-usually)

**R1** = Reporter (the one who reports the crime, usually a witness to the crime)

**S1** = Suspect

**B/F** = Black Female

**A/M** = Asian Male

**W/M** = White Male

**H/F** = Hispanic Female

**2D** = 2nd District Police Force

**MPD** = Metropolitan Police Department

**Skully** = Skull cap or tight fitting pullover cap

**Hoodie** = Hooded Sweatshirt